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Escritorio remoto android a pc

People often have their computers in their smartphones, sending their computer's network traffic over the device's cellular data connection. Reverse feeding is the opposite – your Android smartphone test or tablet of your PC to use your PC's internet connection. This method requires a root android with a Windows PC,
but it's very easy to use. If your computer has Wi-Fi, it may be easier to create a Wi-Fi hotspot using a utility such as Connectify instead. Before using this utility, you will be required to enable USB debugging on your Android phone or tablet – open the Settings screen, tap Applications, Typing development, and tap USB
Debugging checkbox. You'll probably also want to disable SuperUser access notifications, or you'll still see the SuperUser notification. Launch the SuperUser app on your device, open its menu, tap Preferences, and uncheck the Notifications check box under Notifications. If you don't see the SuperUser app on your
Android, your device probably isn't rooted. You will also need your USB Device Drivers to install on your computer. You can get this from your device manufacturer or try downloading a generic driver to Google. Android Reverse Tool Android Reverse Tethering is a Windows utility that uses ADB - also known as Android
Debug Bridge - to share your computer's Internet connection with your Android on USB. It includes its own copy of ADB, so you don't even need the Android SDK installed on your computer. You can download it from here – scroll down and click on the last ReverseTethering .zip file in the Attach Files section. Extract the
downloaded .zip file and run the AndroidTool.exe application inside its folder. Connect your Android smartphone or tablet to your computer with its USB cable, select it from the Choose a device drop-down box, and click the Connect button in the Android Reverse Tethering Tools application. It will connect to your Android
and install the required software (Busybox and Redsocks) on it. Tap the Enable button in the SuperUser prompt to enable the USB Tunnel tool on your device. If you encounter a crash, turn off the Android Reverse Tethering Tools application and start again. You can also try to click the Kill ADB button on the Table Tools



to relax the ADB process. You'll see a connection notification when the tool establishes a connection. Usage after the setup process is setup, you can open apps on your device and use the Internet. Android you will send network traffic on the USB cable to your computer, where it will take advantage of your computer's
Internet connection. The Windows application displays information about the connections sent. Some applications may complain that you don't have an Internet connection, although most (with the remarkable exception to Google Play app downloads) is working properly. You can work around this problem by connecting
to a 3G connection or Wi-Fi before activating reverse test - Android will you have a normal connection, although all the data will be sent to your USB cable and not on the air. Thanks to hardware such as Shield TV and Android compatible gaming logger, it's easier than ever to play PC and console games on your Android
device. Since Google Play started allowing games that require logins, android app store has become home to hundreds of original titles released on Windows, PlayStation, Nintendo DS, and other platforms. While iOS devices could theoretically power some of the games on this list, only Android users can play them on
their smartphones, tablets, or Android TV. That said, you'll need a higher-end device to run games with HD graphics, and most console titles require a controller to play. If you have the right computer parts, these games are worth a download on Android. This game's valve is an absolute gaming classic. It's short, but it
doesn't overstay its welcome as you quickly discover the secrets of Science Aperture and its Portal Test Initiative. GladOS, the omnicial and bad super AI, remains one of the big villains in banks. The kastet games and atmosphere are still ingenously done. This game is a must-play for anyone, and if you have yet to try it
out, why not grab an Android device and play it now? And if you want some classic plus Valve, Half-Life 2 (based on Half Life 2 for PC) and its second and second episodes on Android as well, though Portal 2 has yet to be released on Android. The meat genre trial platform team has become popular on mobile, with
plenty of games to be a significant debt to Meat's genre. Nvidia helped skin it on Android, and you can see many of the elements that helped make other games in this genre so popular. You'll need a controller; the game would be way too hard without one. The difficulties are brutal yet abundant and rewarded, so if you
succeed in this, you've really proved your skills as a merge. Gearbox Software's original game in this series has helped popularize the genre of conch-and-shoot for which Destiny and other games have since picked up the mantle. This pre-sequence takes place after Borderlands 1 and previous 2 was not developed by
proper Gearbox, but it allows you to collect billions of weapons and iron caps on the moon. And for only $15, it's hard to turn this one down. We just need the other 2 games to show up on Android. While many of the games here require closer, XCOM: The enemy is a turn-based strategy game that makes great use of the
touch. It's also an incredibly deep strategy game that can be extremely punishable if you play on its hardest struggles. You'll have to be smart and careful as you play, but it can be very rewarding. The enemy is an expanded version of Enemy Unknown, which is a remake of the classic 1994: Unknown foe. Devolver
Digital/Dennaton gaming action top-down is all about brutal violence and its impact. It's the mysterious protagonist you send missions kill large numbers of people, and it's up to you to discover why. Survival is not guaranteed, and a mistake will mess you up. The game is an interesting contradiction as it presents your
ultraviolans while not letting you feel good about it. It is a fascinating concept for a game with incredibly fascinating, much like many Devolver Digital titles. The sound is well worth it from the headphone plug in your device. The electronic tracks help add to the attitude and the devastating nature of the whole product. The
Miami Hotline 2's sequence can also be played on Android. This Game Club's yacht is the best retro-inspired platform you can find right now. Inspired by Mega Man, Castlevania, DuckTales, and all manner of 8-bit era games, you play as heroes of wild picks as you try to defeat the order of the North Quarter, including
the mysterious enchantres. Levels are some platform tricks up their sleeves, along with the discovery secrets. This game feels a lot like it could have been done in the 80s and become an all-time classic, but it came out in the mid-2010s. Virt's sound is wonderful, too. The catch here is that the game is now an Amazon
besides, so you'll need a fire tv to play it. And if you do, then you need to, as it's one of the finest platforms out there. The plague of Shadow Expansion dramatically changed the game enough to justify the extra purchase. Konami Stylistic violence expert Platinum Game paired with Kojima Production on this 3D action
game. You play as Raiden's sword-witch, and you get to make all kinds of acrobatic demonstrations engage in some crazy fighter. The fighter isn't just mindless mess: The Game rewards you for killing smart, and you can use a free sword-waving mode to precisely cut your haters in a way to absorb more energy and get
more points. Giant boss fights are part of the fun as well. If you enjoy splinter dialogue, but maybe not on the park in gear for the overly-verbose Metal Solid 4, you'll love Metal Gear Gear: Revenge. Currently, this one is available only on Nvidia Shield television. The game looks fantastic and clearly pushes the device to
its limit. Metalhead Software It may not be a licensed MLB simulations, but Super Mega Baseball is an amazing baseball game however. Hits and pitch systems are simple enough for anyone to pick up and play, but they provide enough complexity for players to feel really in control. Friendly enough for beginners to get,
but deep enough for baseball fans to enjoy, this is one of the best games in its genre for Android or on any platform. Tip Goat / Nvidia Shield Partners It's common for people who don't understand sports to mix up terminology. Thanks to Super Slam Dunk Touchdown, they'll finally be vindicated. This multiplayer sports
game is all about combining all kinds of sports into one massive amalgamation of a game. It's goof fun with several different closing mechanisms and ways you can play based on that type you choose. Grab some controller, some friends, and have a great time. Time.
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